. In [2] a gated infinite-server queue with vacations was studied. The infinite-server system "goes on vacation" whenever the server finds the queue empty on its return. While the model here is the special case without vacations and with uniformly distributed service times, the present analysis of {kn} is carried to greater depth.
Introduction. Customers, in a Poisson
Let k, denote the number of requests served during the nth stage. Customer service times are assumed to be independent, so {kI} is easily seen to be a Markov chain. This paper analyzes the behavior of {kJ} when service times are uniformly distributed on [0, s], s > 0. The normalization s = 1 is convenient and applies hereafter. By the analysis of a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind, asymptotics are developed for the mean, variance, and generating function of the equilibrium distribution in the light and heavy traffic regimes. In light traffic, when A is small, almost all stages serve only one customer. In heavy traffic, when A is large, stages serve many customers, so a stage duration (the maximum of the service times in the stage) is nearly one time unit. Then kn is approximately Poisson distributed with mean A. This paper derives asymptotic series that give higher-order corrections to these approximations. For other work on asymptotic solutions of Fredholm equations of the type considered here, see [5] , [6] , and [8] .
A considerable literature exists on the analysis of gating disciplines restricted to single-server systems. Recent examples are [1] , [4] , and [7] . In [2] a gated infinite-server queue with vacations was studied. The infinite-server system "goes on vacation" whenever the server finds the queue empty on its return. While the model here is the special case without vacations and with uniformly distributed service times, the present analysis of {kn} is carried to greater depth.
As noted in [2] , there are many applications modeled by gated, parallel service. Among these are data transmission stations, in which servers are communication channels, and task-oriented parallel simulations, in which tasks are repeatedly removed from a queue by servers (processors) working in parallel. In general terms, the gated, infinite-server queue applies to those systems in which a large number of parallel servers require a gating mechanism to synchronize the servers following each stage of a computation. For parallel simulations the synchronization points are often necessary to guarantee the correctness of computations. Further discussion may be found in [ The remainder of this section shows that, as r oo, (4.8) in fact becomes an asymptotic series for ,u. The same techniques can be used to prove similar results for higher moments. The finite sum (5.14) could have been used to express Tkj in finite terms, but the series (5.15) converges rapidly and is less sensitive to roundoff errors. Table 1 gives bounds, obtained from (5.13), on la-a/a. The calculations used p(T) <.41 for all A. The table shows that good accuracy is obtainable from only moderately large truncated systems. Starting from (5.13), the following explicit, though crude bound is proved in the Appendix: 
